recuperating at home can either help speed the person's
recovery or have the opposite effect. A couple of insightful
nurses and a home health aide shared with me some ways
you can be a helpful visitor and a healing presence to those
close to you. I share them here with you.

Paths Forward
* Schedule Your Visit. Verifying visiting hours or just
checking with the nurses' station is not enough. Before
visiting touch base with either the person himself or his
caregiver. Certain times may be reserved for medical
procedures or rehab therapy. You may want to coordinate
your visit with other friends so your patient is not
overwhelmed or left lonely.
* Adjust Your Attitude. Don't bounce in like a cheerleader
nor skulk in like the grim reaper. Take a moment or two
before your visit to consider how you'd like your visitors to
act. I'd go with calm, positive, and encouraging. Unless
you've been asked to share some specific medical expertise
you're not there to question the diagnosis, critique the
prognosis, or make treatment suggestions. You are there to
be there, to be present in that moment and demonstrate by
your presence that you are supporting your friend during this
difficult time.
* Patient Courtesy / Dignity. Both hospital nurses used
almost exactly the same words: "For God's sake, knock on the
door and wait for a response before just walking in". Give
your patient time to cover up, wake up, brush her hair, wipe
away the sleep or drool, smooth the blanket or do whatever
little she can do to look presentable. Regardless of what your
friend says immediately excuse yourself to the hallway when
any medical personnel come in for a test or procedure or for
help using the facilities. Given your friend's condition eating
may be difficult or awkward so be tuned in to see if she would
rather eat after you've gone rather than drop food all over the
tray or bed. Oh - and guys - it's not your TV and it's not your
remote. Just saying.
* Ask. Skip the blithe small talk about sports or weather and
do the same with the rah-rah "you look great/ you're in the
clear now" stuff unless it's really the case. It's better to ask
some open-ended questions like "How's it going?"" or "How
are you doing?" which gives your friend the option of either
getting into the nitty-gritty or hanging in for now with
generalizations. Don't be like the medical types that are
forever hovering over your friend's bed like buzzards. Pull up
a chair and move it around until it's at a comfortable eye-toeye level to ease conversation.
* Listen. Your friend will share whatever she chooses to
share. She may not want to talk about the medical stuff at all.
On the other hand she may have been waiting for you to hear
her fears and hopes. Reminiscing about good times, family
events, vacations and all sorts of positive life events may be
just the tonic your friend needs. You've got to listen to hear
her cues as to how she wants and needs to visit with you. It's
not always necessary to keep a conversation going.

not always necessary to keep a conversation going.
Sometimes you can read while your friend naps off and on.
Many good friends can visit in silence. Sometimes just being
there is enough.
* Don't Go Empty-Handed. If your friend is in the hospital
or rehab bring something to make her room homier like a
favorite picture, afghan or pillow. Beware the connotation of
oversized flower arrangements and one balloon is usually
enough to brighten up a room. Silly hand toys, puzzles (or
books of puzzle) or books, magazines (trashy or informative)
are good ideas given your friend's preferences. Food is not
usually a good idea in medical institutions. But once your
friend is home there is nothing like a home-cooked or preprepared meal that can slide into the microwave or a plate of
favorite cookies or brownies.
* If You're the Caregiver. When the friends and family of
your patient are visiting and ask what they can do give them
something to do! There are tons of things to be done around
the house of a person recovering from an illness or accident.
They can help with the cat, dog, kids, spouse, lawn, or
laundry, pick up meds at the pharmacy, gas up the car, shop
for food, bring in a meal, arrange a schedule with other
friends to bring in meals, wash a load of dishes, bring in the
newspaper, bring out the trash and recycling, answer some
emails, send thank-you notes. The list is endless. Allow your
patient's friends to demonstrate their friendship.
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Need Career Coaching?
The best investment you can make is in your career, your
future and yourself.
email drpaul@drpaulpowers.com

Tired of boring meetings??
Have Dr. Paul speak at your next off-site meeting or
conference. Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations
from an acknowledged leader in the field of career and
personal success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html
Resources
Are you or someone you know job hunting or thinking
about it?
The best, concise, all-round job changing guide available.
Revised Edition Winning Job Interviews by Dr. Paul Powers.
In this easy-to-follow, step-by-step book, Dr. Paul Powers
demystifies job interviewing, explains why the process
actually favors the job hunter, and shows how you can
dramatically improve your interview skills.
Packed with solid, practical information and laced with both
humor and "kick in the pants" motivation, Winning Job

humor and "kick in the pants" motivation, Winning Job
Interviews is the book you wished you had before your last
interview... and is mandatory preparation for your next one!
Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true
vocation?
Or know someone who is?
Order your copy of Love Your Job! Loving the Job You Have,
Finding A Job You Love by Dr. Paul.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksandarticles.html
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